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Todd Millett
Interne~: novsup@microsoft.com
8/2/95 4:10pm
Windows 95Password Provider Header

To whom it may concern:
Below is ~he text of 2 messages sent previously regarding header files and libraries
for implementing a Windows 95 Password Provider. To date° we have had no response,
but we stil! need this information. Can someone please respond with the information
we need?
Thanks,
Todd Millett
Novell, Inc.

We have the 950 DDK, and in the network.doc file, located on that CD, these same
constants are mentioned, as are the API’s we need to implement: PPGetPasswordStatus
and PPChangePassword. There is a whole chapter (Chapter 6) on this subject, which
contains the same information that was in the "Utilizing the Windows 95 Password
Control Panel" doc.
Zt is also well documented in the NETWOR_K.HLP file on the DDK CD.
In short, we have everything but the headers and libraries to actually implement this
functionality. If these constants and API’s have been removed, why are they so well
documented? Also, if ~hey have been removed, how do we integrated password changes
wich Windows 95?
Any help would be appreciated.
Thanks,
Todd Millett
Novell, Inc.
>>> yvesm <yvesm@microsoft.com~ 07/20/95 ll:31pm >>>
Todd
I believe the constants PS_ONOFF, PWDCHANGE_MASTERPWD_NOTIFY have been
removed as well as the APIs you are referring about. The documen~ "Utilizing the
Windows 95 password has not been updated yet.
Also you’ll find the latest files in the 950 DDK that we sent to
Novell
last week. However, I’ll make sure you receive the updated version of the
document on how to the Windows 95 password.
Thanks
Yves Michali
From: Todd Mil let t [ S~T, : TODD_MILL~TT@novel 1 . corn ]

Sent: Wednesday, July 19, 1995 9:56 AM
To: novsup@microsof~.com
Cc: Carla_Heesch@novell.com; WIN95gnovell.com
Subject:
Password Provider constants

CONFIDENTIAL

we are ~rying to implement a Windows 95 password provider for our
NetWare
client. We have the document "Utilizing the Windows 95 Password Control
Panel’,
which documents the A!~I’s we need to support. However, we can’t find the
various
constants which are referenced (such as PS_ONOFF,
PWDCKANGE_MASTERPWD_NOTIFY), nor the API’s themselves° referenced in any header file
we have. We have looked in
I~’Eq’Mp£.H, bu¢ they are not there.
Could you please direct us to the proper header and library we should be
using for
these calls, or send them if they are not included in the standard SDK or DDK?
Thanks,
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Todd Mille~
Novell, Inc.
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